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ABSTRACT

STABILITY IN THE OFFENSE: THE EVOLUTION OF CIVIL AFFAIRS DURING WORLD WAR II,
by MAJ Scott C. Sinclair, 57 pages.

Transitional failures in Iraq and Afghanistan created a fundamental shift in how the Army views its war-fighting role. As a result, the Army created the concept of Unified Land Operations. Army Doctrinal Publication 3-0: Unified Land Operations (ULO) calls for the “...continuous, simultaneous combinations of offensive, defensive, and stability....” Using a chronologic presentation of the conduct of civil affairs and military government operations in the European Theater during World War II, this monograph tests the concept of stability operations executed during offensive operations.

My hypothesis is that the Allies’ experience in World War II provides evidence that, when planned and resourced appropriately, stability and offensive operations can be conducted continuously and simultaneously, setting the conditions for a military and political victory. This monograph uses a number of sources to include official operation reports from the 12th Army and the Army’s official histories discussing civil affairs and the occupation of Germany.

This monograph concludes that the methods and lessons learned by Allied leaders when employing civil affairs forces with combat forces during World War II have application to today’s war-fighter. Gaps exist in ULO in that it describes the interagency as the organization responsible for stability and fails to specifically identify the military’s role in stability beyond security. In operations that require an interim government ULO does not address the necessity to create a separate stability force that is operationally and logistically capable, and integrated with combat forces prior to the commencement of operations. Failure to do so is a return to the pre-World War II ad hoc nature of stability operations and increases risk to mission success.
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INTRODUCTION

I was stunned by what I saw as amazing bungling after the initial military success, including failing to stop looting of Baghdad, disbanding the Iraqi army, and implementing a draconian de-Baathification policy that seemed to ignore every lesson from the post-1945 de-Nazification of Germany.

—Robert Gates, *Duty*

On December 5th, 2006, three years after the United States and its coalition partners invaded Iraq; members of Congress met for the confirmation hearing of Dr. Robert Gates, President Bush’s nominee for Secretary of Defense. The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan were seen to be going poorly and they represented the President’s frustrated attempt to “shift the use of the military away from the numerous humanitarian and peacekeeping interventions of the 1990s.”\(^1\) During the hearing Senator Carl Levin voiced a popular criticism regarding the preparation and execution of the invasion of Iraq. In his opening remarks he stated, “Before the invasion of Iraq, we failed to plan to provide an adequate force for the occupation of the country, or to plan for the aftermath of major combat operations.”\(^2\)

Senator Levin’s comments, while echoing the general narrative of the time, may not be accurate. In his article, *Blind into Baghdad*, James Fallows provides a different explanation. He believes that “the U.S. occupation of Iraq was a debacle not because the government did no planning but because a vast amount of expert planning was willfully ignored by the people in charge.”\(^3\) Colonel Kevin Benson\(^4\) also


\(^4\)Colonel (Ret) Kevin Benson served as the Assistant Chief of Staff, C5 (Plans), Combined Forces Land Component Command and Third US Army from June 2002 to July 2003 during Operation IRAQI FREEDOM/Operation COBRA II and Operation ECLIPSE II. Dr. Benson’s final posting in the Army was the Director, School of Advanced Military Studies, SAMS. He served in Baghdad as a member of the J5, US Forces-Iraq from October 2010 to January 2011, at the request of the commanding general.
refutes the assertion that the military failed to plan, stating quite clearly that the critics are “wrong in claiming that [the coalition] did not plan for Phase IV.”

Benson asserts that he and his team developed a post conflict plan, code named ECLIPSE II sequel to the invasion plan, COBRA II.

Despite all of the coalition’s preparations and planning, the subsequent protracted conflict was not the desired outcome and clearly something went wrong. The transitional failures in Iraq and Afghanistan created a shift in how the Army views its war-fighting role. As a result, the Army created the concept of Decisive Action. This new doctrine calls for the “continuous, simultaneous combinations of offensive, defensive, and stability.”

Since its inception, decisive action has only been practically applied as part of counter insurgency operations. As a doctrinal construct, decisive action has yet to be applied to what is commonly referred to as conventional warfare. In prior combat operations, stability operations (Phase IV) were typically planned to be executed upon completion of military objectives, also known as the dominate phase (Phase III). If stability operations are only conducted following combat operations, how does the construct of simultaneity affect offensive operations such as the invasion of Iraq? Can stability operations be performed simultaneously and integrated with offensive operations and if so, to what extent? The answer to these questions can be found in the United States’ involvement in World War II. During operations in

---


6 Military plans are divided into phases, representing sequential sub-operations. A typical phased plan is divided into four phases; deter/engage, seize initiative, decisive operations, transition to post combat/stability operations. The original ECLIPSE plan was the World War II occupation plan of Germany to be executed after Germany capitulated.


Europe, Allied forces deliberately planned and executed combat operations simultaneously with civil affairs operations. In so doing, civil affairs operations enabled, and were de-conflicted with, tactical combat operations, setting the conditions for subsequent operations.

The hypothesis of this monograph is that the Allies’ experience in World War II provides evidence that, when planned and resourced appropriately, stability and offensive operations can be conducted continuously and simultaneously, setting the conditions for a military and political victory. This monograph is not a study of counter insurgency, nor is it about war transition. It is a test of the concept of decisive action employed during the decisive phase. The examination of the evolution of civil affairs during World War II provides a contextual backdrop to determine the effectiveness of decisive action in a major offensive campaign. It facilitates an understanding of what decisions were made, and why they were made, as well as a contextual framework that will inform future offensive operations.

The limits of this monograph are operations in the European theater during World War II, primarily at the theater and campaign commander level. In-depth examinations of the decisions made by tactical commanders and specific policy decisions made by civilian political leaders will only be addressed when directly applicable to the case study. The intent is to analyze the feasibility of planning and executing offensive and stability operations simultaneously.

The monograph begins with a discussion on current Army doctrine as it relates to the commander’s role in civil affairs, defining key terms including unified land operations, decisive action, wide area security, combined arms maneuver, and unity of effort. It is through the review of these terms that will illustrate the underlap between current doctrine and the Army’s historically has experience.

This is followed by a description of the historic context in a chronological presentation to identify what experiences, prior to World War II, caused strategic military leadership to become interested in the institutionalization of civil affairs. The impetus for the notion that civil affairs needed to be planned and executed in concert with combat operations began as early as 1940. Experiences in the Spanish American
war, the Philippines, and World War I, generated surge of interest within the War Department to study military governance and ultimately establish an internal capacity to perform such operations.\textsuperscript{10}

Despite the War Department’s interest and practical reasons for preparing to perform an instrumental role in what was to be called civil affairs, an ideological-based counterargument existed. Because of what transpired in the North African theater, the president made the decision to give the military ultimate control over both combat and civil affairs activities. To explore the contention between ideology and practicality, the author analyzes the employment of civil affairs operations in North Africa.

This leads to the analysis of the military’s employment of civil affairs units during operations in Sicily, Italy, and finally Germany. This includes the command organization, force structures, tactical employment of civil affairs teams, and the continued political friction military leaders contended with during these operations. Furthermore, the author explores the iterative changes made and how they impacted the final planning of the invasion of Germany. The monograph concludes by reviewing the tenets of decisive action and their employment during the invasion of Germany, demonstrating the validity for stability to be executed both continuously and simultaneously during offensive operations. Finally, it provides recommendations for future operations.

Primary source records and the official histories that pertain to the creation and execution of civil affairs during World War II provide the structural backbone of this monograph. Official histories include Harry L. Cole and Albert K. Weinberg’s \textit{Civil Affairs: Soldiers Become Governors}, which provides an extensive record of the creation of civil affairs and its implementation from 1941 to just prior to the invasion of Germany. Earl Ziemke’s official history titled \textit{U.S. Army in the Occupation of Germany, 1944-1946}, supplements Cole and Weinberg and describes the military’s experiences into the occupation.

The Army initiated two studies that comprehensively examine its experiences in civil affairs. Marshall Andrews and William E. Daugherty’s, \textit{A Review of US Historical Experience with Civil Affairs:}

1776–1954, examines history at the political-strategic level and provides the contextual backdrop for the primary source data. Another study by Stanley Sandler, Glad to See Them Come and Sorry to See Them Go: A History of U.S. Army Tactical Civil Affairs/Military Government, 1775-1991, complemented Andrews and Daugherty’s study, by focusing at the tactical level of civil affairs operations.

Other books have been written that examine the military’s experiences in civil affairs during World War II, with the purpose of studying war transition and occupation. Because of their focus, they explain very little on how the military conducted civil affairs during combat operations. They provide insight in their examination of the relationship between military commanders and the civilian policy makers. Several articles, monographs, and journals study various aspects of World War II and their relations to the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Each of these pieces examines specific aspects of the civil affairs in World War II, amplifying details of the more comprehensive works already discussed.

“Studying the past is no sure guide to predicting the future. What it does do, though, is to prepare you for the future by expanding experience, so that you can increase your skills, your stamina-and, if all goes well, your wisdom.”11 To help in the comparison of current and past doctrine, the monograph addresses the differences in terminology between World War II and today. In 1940, the FM 27-5, Civil Affairs Military Government used the terms military government and civil affairs synonymously. It was not until the US entered the war that a need arose to delineate the two.

‘Civil Affairs’ referred to military interaction with the population and government in friendly/liberated territory, such as France. ‘Military Government’ described the commander’s role in hostile or occupied territories.12 The tasks associated with the two were relatively the same. The main difference was the military’s role in the interactions; the former was seen as a partnership with the


liberated nation’s government, the latter was a role of domination. In today’s doctrine, civil affairs operations pertain specifically to those designated civil affairs forces. ‘Civil military operations’ is a broader term that describes any civilian and military interaction during operations. The term ‘transitional military authority’ replaced the term ‘military government’.13

Compared to today’s stability doctrine, the civil affairs doctrine of World War II is sparse. The concepts of stability and civil affairs are more sophisticated today than they were in 1940. Beyond the military’s operational role, modern doctrine is more open to interagency collaboration. Despite the differences, a common theme of simultaneous combat and civil affairs operations is present throughout history of stability operations.

This monograph is organized into four sections. Section one discusses current Army doctrine and how it conceptualizes offensive and stability operations. Section one also examines the Army’s historical experiences with stability operations during combat. Section two consists of the World War II case study. The focus of section two is the African theater and the decisions that lead to the Army’s role in occupation. Section three concentrates on how the Army executed civil affairs and military government operations in the Mediterranean theater. The fifth section discusses civil affairs and military government operations in the European theater, with a focus on how the lessons of the previous two sections shaped operations in Germany.

SECTION 1: STABILITY IN WAR

This section examines current Army doctrine and the role of stability in combat. It then shifts focus to the past where it explores the history of stability in war and how the U.S. Army’s experiences affected World War II civil affairs and military government doctrine.

ADP 1 states “doctrine links theory, history, experimentation, and practice…”\(^\text{14}\) and that doctrine is the common body of knowledge used to educate and train soldiers and Army civilians.\(^\text{15}\) Doctrine “prescribes how personnel and units operate effectively across and outside the Army’s institutional boundaries.”\(^\text{16}\) It is the foundation for military leaders and their planners and helps them understand how to organize (both unit organization and command structure), plan, and execute. Doctrine is not all encompassing, signifying the importance in identifying what is absent in doctrine as well.

**Doctrine**

In 2011, the United States Army unveiled Doctrine 2015, an initiative to reorganize Army doctrine.\(^\text{17}\) Army Doctrinal Publication (ADP) 3-0, *Unified Land Operations* (ULO), is one of the first revisions published introduces the Army’s new operational approach, unified land operations,\(^\text{18}\) which is the Army’s basic warfighting doctrine that contributes to unified action.\(^\text{19}\)


\(^{16}\)Ibid.

\(^{17}\)The Army has created a hierarchy of manuals, the top of the hierarchy provides broad conceptual descriptions while each subsequent level provides greater detail and technical specificity The naming convention is as follows; Army Doctrinal Publication (ADP), Army Doctrinal Reference Publication (ADRP), Field Manual (FM), and Army Technical Publication (ATP).

\(^{18}\)US Army Doctrine Proponent, “Doctrine Update, 1-12” (Combined Arms Center, 16 December 2011), 4, http://usacac.army.mil/cac2/adp/Repository/Army%20Doctrine%20Update%2012_16%20Dec%202011.pdf. (accessed 9 February 2014). ADP 3-0 defines unified land operations as how the Army seizes, retains and exploits the initiative to gain and maintain a position of relative advantage in sustained land operations through simultaneous offensive, defensive, and stability operations in order to prevent or deter conflict, prevail in war, and create the conditions for favorable conflict resolution.

\(^{19}\)Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication (JP) 1, *Doctrine for the Army Forces of the United States* (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 2013), xiii. “Unified action synchronizes, coordinates, and/or integrates joint, single-Service, and multinational operations with the operations of other USG departments and agencies, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), intergovernmental organizations (IGOs) (e.g., the United Nations), and the private sector to achieve unity of effort.”
Unified land operations describes the Army’s use of decisive action, as the “conduct [of] decisive and sustainable land operations through the simultaneous combination of offensive, defensive, and stability operations…appropriate to the mission and environment.”\(^{20}\) Offensive operations are “operations conducted to defeat and destroy enemy forces and seize terrain, resources, and population centers.”\(^{21}\) Stability operations “are military missions, tasks, and activities conducted outside the United States to maintain or reestablish a safe and secure environment and to provide essential governmental services, emergency infrastructure reconstruction, and humanitarian relief.”\(^{22}\) Offense, defense, and stability operations are described in greater detail in their respective doctrinal series of manuals.\(^ {23}\)

The Army executes decisive action by means of its core competencies, combined arms maneuver (CAM)\(^ {24}\) and wide area security (WAS).\(^ {25}\) ADRP 3-0 describes these two activities, as “inseparable and simultaneous,” maintaining the idea that offense, defense, and stability are conducted simultaneously, not sequentially.\(^ {26}\) Beyond describing these operations as scalable, the ADRP 3-0 does not explain how stability and offense operations can coexist.

---


\(^{21}\)Ibid., 6.

\(^{22}\)Benson, 6.

\(^{23}\)Army manuals that deal with offense and defense end in with 3-90 (ex. ADP 3-90), while those that deal with stability end with 3-07.

\(^{24}\)Headquarters, Army Doctrine Reference Publication (ADRP) 3-0, *Unified Land Operations*, 2-9. CAM can be thought of as “traditional” warfare. It is the method of operation where the Army focuses on defeat mechanisms, the “method through which friendly forces accomplish their mission against the enemy opposition.”

\(^{25}\)Headquarters, Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 3-0, *Unified Land Operations*, 2-9. WAS represents the experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan and focuses on stability mechanisms, the “method through which friendly forces affect civilians in order to attain conditions that support establishing a lasting, stable peace.”

\(^{26}\)Ibid.
The Army’s stability doctrine (3-07 series) provides the framework of stability tasks the Army may be required to execute. The doctrine ranges from conceptual guidance to lists of stability tasks, describing some tasks as minimum-essential. During major operations, commanders are told to plan early, collaborating with partners “experienced in incorporating organizational elements.” The doctrine refers to three composite organizations consisting of both civil and military personnel, as potential partners, these include provincial reconstruction teams (PRTs), field advance civilian teams (FACTs), or disaster assistance response teams (DARTs). None of these organizations participated in the invasion of Iraq. FACTs and DARTs did not exist and PRTs were only employed in Afghanistan.

ADRP 3-0 specifically addresses a failed state as a result of military or existing socioeconomic factors and the increased potential for a military role in stability operations. If toppling a country’s ruling body is the military objective, it is likely to produce a failed state, requiring a transitional military authority. ADRP 3-0 later clarifies that a transitional military authority should be considered an interim

27ADP 3-07, 10. Caveats exist throughout doctrine stating stability is the responsibility of the “host-nation government or designated civil authority, agencies, and organizations. When this is not possible [due to capacity, capability, or removal], military forces provide essential services…until a civil authority . . . can.”

28JP 3-0, GL-12. A series of tactical actions (battles, engagements, strikes) conducted by combat forces of a single or several Services, coordinated in time and place, to achieve strategic or operational objectives in an operational area.


30PRTs were not introduced into Iraq until 2005, thus were not part of the initial invasion. Spc. Zechariah Gerhard, PRT Legacy Documentary (Iraq, 2011), http://www.dvidshub.net/video/123685/prt-legacy-documentary#.Uvu7Xf2Qlzk (accessed 12 February 2014).


solution, but acknowledges that during that time the military assumes full responsibility of the requisite stability tasks.

Doctrine’s narrative produces a tension for military commanders and planners. There is clear a message that other government agencies, such as DOS, USAID, UN, possess overall responsibility for stability operations. The message has a caveat; the military must be ready to assume the complete control of stability operations. The former requires focus on planning and coordination to achieve the unity of effort, failure to do so risks of negatively impacting military success. The latter will impact planning assumptions regarding the size of the force, command structure, and logistics requirements.

The History

The need for simultaneity of stability and offense places an additional burden on military commanders. General Dwight D. Eisenhower described this in a letter to General George C. Marshall, noting “The sooner I can get rid of all these questions that are outside the military in scope, the happier I will be! Sometimes I think I live ten years each week, of which at least nine are absorbed in political and economic matters.” Despite the burden, Eisenhower understood that activities in his area of operations affected the military situation; therefore, he requested control of both military and stability operations.

---

33 JP 3-07, vii. “The Department of State (DOS) is charged with responsibility for leading a whole-of-government approach for stabilization.”

34 Ibid., 1-2. “Joint forces may lead stabilization activities until other USG agencies, foreign governments and security forces, or IGOs assume the role. The conduct of stability operations is a core US military mission that the Armed Forces are prepared to conduct with proficiency equivalent to combat operations.”

35 Thijs Brocades Zaalberg, Soldiers and Civil Power: Supporting or Substituting Civil Authorities in Modern Peace Operations (Amsterdam, NE: Amsterdam University Press, 2006), 27. This is illustrated by Eisenhower’s comment to Marshall regarding civilian agencies in North Africa, he was having “as much trouble with civilian forces behind aiding us as I am with the enemy in front of us.”

36 Coles and Weinberg, 3.

37 Ibid., 43.
Eisenhower was not the first to recognize the necessity for the military control of stability operations. Nearly one hundred years earlier, President James Polk charged General Winfield Scott to invade Mexico, by way of Vera Cruz, in order to capture Mexico City and force an end to the war. Scott’s dilemma was that in order to get to Mexico City, he needed to march his small force 234 miles through enemy territory with an ocean at his back. 38 Because of the small size of his force, he needed to find efficiencies to allow the maximization of his forces potential. One solution limited the number of troops protecting his lines of communication. Scott understood his success “required… law and order prevail in the towns and cities through which his communications passed.” 39 By pacifying the population, he limited the amount of combat power needed to secure his supply lines.

Scott’s method went beyond simply controlling the population, his methods focused on controlling the behavior of his own soldiers. 40 By eliminating looting and other malign activities, Scott actually co-opted the population, and utilized the resources they willingly provided to facilitate his combat operations. He effectively bolstered his lines of communication, extending his operational reach. “Above all Scott demonstrated how military strategy and a civil affairs plan can be blended into a mutually supporting pattern.” 41 Scott’s actions and General Order 20 (GO 20) is an example of how stability operations can enable offensive operations. During the Civil War Union commanders, as they

40Karl Jack Bauer, The Mexican War, 1846-1848 (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1992), 326. General Order (GO) 20 “These included military commissions to try Americans charged with crimes which, if committed in the United states, would have been ‘tried and severely punished by the ordinary or civil courts of the land,’” including murder, rape, robbery, theft, desecration of churches, and destruction of private property. The military commissions had jurisdiction over cases involving both Americans and Mexicans.”
41Daugherty and Andrews, 86.
invaded the southern states also faced issues beyond the military scope. Union generals in occupied territories were “concerned with such problems as the care and relief of refugees (freed slaves); the recruitment of civilian labor; the censorship of news media; the supervision of such civil courts as remained open; the appointment of local government officials possessing Union sympathies; and the control of many aspects of civilian economy.”

Upon the occupation of large areas of the southern states, President Lincoln commissioned prominent politicians as general officers and appointed military governors over occupied territories divided by state lines. There was not a common consensus between Union generals as to how to treat the citizens of the south. To address this Lincoln published the Lieber Code to provide commanders with a standard policy for handling civil affairs. The Lieber Code, like Scott’s GO 20, established rules of conduct for both combatants and non-combatants alike. Unlike Scott’s GO 20, it gained the attention of the generals and statesmen of Europe and profoundly impacted the Hague Convention of 1899, providing

---

42Ibid., 118.
43Ibid., 121.
44Ibid.
“the foundation of the modern laws of war….” The Lieber Code set the foundation for United States civil affairs doctrine.

In 1898, after defeating the Spanish, the US Military occupied Cuba, Haiti, and the Philippines. In Cuba, the Army’s lack of experience rendered commanders ill-equipped to handle the civil affairs problems, resulting in combat troops used for labor details. An example of this is found in the writings of General Shafner’s in Cuba. In these writings he described that his forces experienced a shortage of transportation because he “had already diverted much of what he had originally possessed in order to assist the Red Cross in accomplishing its mission of Mercy [to support the thousands of refugees].”

In the Philippines, commanders lacked appropriate guidance about the political status of the Philippines following the defeat of the Spanish due to the indecisiveness of policymakers. Consequently, the indigenous population distrusted the military occupiers, which resulted in the US forces fighting an insurgency. “However this failure to anticipate in advance the requirements and to provide men in the field complete policy guidance did not prevent aggressive talented men…from making a lasting contribution to the welfare of the people governed…. The experiences of these talented men, included Governor-General Henry Stimson and Captain George Marshall, shaped civil affairs and military governance during World War II.

Following the armistice of World War I, US troops administered the Rhineland region of occupied Germany. At this time commanders viewed civil affairs of missions to be outside the scope of
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the military operational, civil affairs planning and execution was “ad hoc and disorganized.”\textsuperscript{57} While successful in Germany, some feared fault with the Army’s ad hoc attitude towards civil affairs and military governance. According to Colonel Irwin L. Hunt, “The American army of occupation lacked both training and organization to guide the destinies of the nearly one million civilians whom the fortunes of war had placed under its temporary sovereignty.”\textsuperscript{58} Colonel Hunt recommended that the Army proactively prepare for occupation duty, as well as, “develop competence in civil administration among its officers during peacetime.”\textsuperscript{59} Colonel Hunt’s report, commonly referred to as the Hunt Report, inculcated the Army’s belief\textsuperscript{60} that the governing of occupied territory was “more than a minor incidental of war.”\textsuperscript{61}

In 1940, using the Army’s experiences in the Rhineland as the model, the War Department published Field Manual (FM) 27-5, \textit{Basic Field Manual on Military Government}. This manual, using the “liberal and humane spirit of Lieber’s Code and the Hague Conventions”\textsuperscript{62} outlined five basic polices concerning military necessity: welfare of the governed, flexibility, economy of effort, and permanence. Additionally FM 27-5 details the following ancillary policies:

(a) The commanding general of a theater of operations should be in full control of military government in his theater

(b) Separate personnel for military government should be provided as long as hostilities exist, and personnel of combat units should be assigned to military government duties only when the resumption of hostilities is extremely remote.

\textsuperscript{57}Kathleen Hicks and Christine Wormuth, \textit{The Future of U.S. Civil Affairs Forces} (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and International Studies, February 2009), 3.
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(c) The personnel of military government should, so far as possible, deal with the inhabitants through the officers and employees of their own government. (d) Military government should avoid “making changes in existing laws, customs, and institutions.”

FM 27-5 also had its critics. Many criticized it for its “emphasis on the welfare of the population and not addressing the importance of the military operation.” Despite this criticism, the manual was not revised until 1945. In the interim, planners used it as the basis for their military governance planning, it with any explicit or implicit policy guidance they received.

In 1942, General George C. Marshall, now the Army’s Chief of Staff, established the School of Military Government with Brigadier General Cornelius Wickersham as its Commandant. The school, located at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Virginia, modeled itself after earlier British officer training for occupation duty. However, while the British school focused on socio-political factors, the US school focused on more practical matters including “sewage disposal and the interior organization of the Nazi Party.” The initial student population of 50 senior officers, soon grew to a class size “averaging 175-200 students” completing the three month school

The Army believed it satisfied the recommendations of the Hunt Report; and developing an internal capacity for occupation duties, as well as a doctrinal foundation for planning. Some believed the Army had no business governing civilian population, despite these preparations. In both political and military circles alike some believed “…civil administration was regarded as a task unsuited for military
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forces.” 68 The Army’s efforts ignited a debate among policy makers, about the military’s role in occupation.

SECTION 2: THE AFRICAN THEATER: WHO SHOULD BE IN CHARGE OF OCCUPATION?

In light of the historic evidence presented, why was this matter of the military’s role in occupation so rigorously contested? Authors Coles and Weinberg believe that the arguments for, or against, can be distilled to one thing—values.69 The situation in Africa became a contest of ideology versus practicality. President Roosevelt believed “the concept of civil affairs administered by military personnel was both strange and abhorrent.”70 On the other hand, Secretary Stimson saw “such operations were but the natural and inevitable consequences of military operations where there was no fully effective friendly government.”71 The military did not argue for indefinite control of occupied territories, but it cautioned against the “unwisdom of premature civilian interference.”72 The matter was settled in Africa, regardless of arguments surrounding the issue.

Africa: The Fight for Military Control of Civil Affairs

For President Roosevelt World War II became a war of ideals. “It was waged to fulfill the promises of self-determination as laid down in the Atlantic Charter and the United Nations Declaration. Replacing totalitarian rule with Allied military government was therefore by no means the obvious choice.”73 Therefore, he gave the Department of State responsibility of administering occupied and liberated territories, he allowed the Army to continue training civil affairs officers.
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With the planning for Operation Torch well underway, Secretary of State Cordell Hull ordered Robert D. Murphy, to integrate his mission into the military’s. In reality, Murphy did not serve in any capacity to assist in the planning of the invasion of North Africa. He only met with Eisenhower for a brief 24-hours before undertaking another secret mission in French North Africa. Dr. H. Freeman Matthews, Eisenhower’s political advisor, served as acting chief of the planning section. Ultimately, the section accomplished little civil affairs planning prior to the invasion.\textsuperscript{74}

The friction between Murphy and Eisenhower was not personal; but stemmed from the performance expectations. Murphy was a member of Eisenhower’s staff, expected to report to the commander on civil affairs matters, but this was not his only position. He was also a Foreign Service officer, responsible to the State Department. Finally, he was the President’s personal representative to North Africa. Murphy’s conflicting positions did not facilitate unity of effort, much less command. This lack of unity greatly concerned Eisenhower.\textsuperscript{75} Eisenhower found, based on military necessity, he had to make policy decisions. Some of his decisions conflicted desires of Allied political leadership.\textsuperscript{76}

During Operation TORCH, the Joint Chiefs continuously attempted to delineate responsibility for civil administration between the civilian agencies and the military. Whether it was economic issues, civil administration, or finally civil relief supplies, every attempt to limit the scope of the Army’s involvement
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\textsuperscript{75}Coles and Weinberg, 32. On September 19th, 1942, after having read Murphy’s directives Eisenhower wrote to Marshall to express concern about the divided responsibilities “Prior to the commencement of the special operation it is essential that Murphy have status as the President’s personal representative in that area. There is a possibility that unless the directive is revised as indicated, there may develop in the minds of the French officials, after my arrival, the idea that there is division of authority between the American civil and military officials.”

\textsuperscript{76}Daugherty and Andrews, 206. Eisenhower’s decision to place French General Darlan in charge of Tunisia was highly contentious. Darlan was part of the Vichy government, thus seen as a Nazi sympathizer. The alternative, in Eisenhower’s eyes was to establish a military government. When Eisenhower looked to Murphy for a decision, Murphy replied, “The whole matter has become a military one. You will have to give the answer.” Eisenhower believed the Allies “could not afford a military occupation, unless we chose to halt all action against the Axis.” Both Washington and London did not like the decision, but not wishing to interrupt military operations let it stand.
in Civil Affairs faced a situation requiring a decision from Eisenhower.\textsuperscript{77} In North Africa, the answer was quite clear, in Eisenhower’s words “No one could be more anxious than General Clark and myself to rid ourselves completely of all problems other than purely military, but the fact remains that, at this moment and until North Africa is made thoroughly secure…everything done here directly affects the military situation…” \textsuperscript{78} Eisenhower proposed to subordinate the State Department’s operations under the military headquarters. Murphy agreed with Eisenhower’s recommendation.\textsuperscript{79}

By November of 1943, President Roosevelt faced mounting evidence that civilian control during combat operations was impractical. The President reversed his decision because of growing pressure from his military subordinates calling for unity of command, and civilian failures to coordinate postwar supply distribution. In a letter to Secretary Stimson, he wrote, “Although our agencies of the government are preparing themselves for the work that must be done in connection with the relief and rehabilitation of liberated areas, it is quite apparent if prompt results are to be obtained the Army will have to assume the initial burden of shipping and distributing relief supplies.”\textsuperscript{80}

During Operation Torch military and civilian leaders learned two significant lessons regarding the execution of civil affairs. The first lesson, any civil affairs action conducted in a theater of operation impacts military operations, making it impossible for military commanders to divorce themselves from civil affairs. The second, unity of command applies not only to combat operations, but to any activity that may impact those military operations. For Coles and Weinberg “what is most important is the fact, little noticed at the outset, that Torch put the theory of civilian control to its first test and resulted in certain
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conclusions which affected all later civil affairs planning. Its logical conclusion it would mean the acceptance of the theater commander’s control through an administration of purely military character.”

SECTION 3: SICILY AND ITALY: THE TESTING GROUND FOR CIVIL AFFAIRS

[The invasion of Italy] will inevitably establish precedents far-reaching in scope and importance and will set the pattern for later Operations in Europe. Policies now adopted will affect future operations throughout the war. We must therefore reconcile American and British policy toward Italy in order that there may be a joint and single attitude with respect to the civil and military authority and the civil population of the territory occupied. It must be decided whether a benevolent policy or one of strict military occupation in Sicily will contribute more to the rapid submission of the balance of the county.

General Eisenhower

The invasion of Sicily, Operation HUSKY, marked the first time the US Army was responsible for both the invasion and the occupation of enemy held territory. For the British, it was the first operation without intent to establish a colony. Civil Affairs operations in the Mediterranean Theater provided many experiences, both positive and negative, that later informed planning in other theaters. This monograph focuses on key lessons that effected the planning for the invasion of Northwestern Europe. These lessons fall into the following categories; organization, command and control, and the execution.

Unlike Africa, the British and Americans shared the responsibility for the occupation of Italy, resulting in a conglomeration of ideas that drove the planning and execution for the occupation. Additionally, London and Washington at times disagreed on matters of policy, which delayed decisions required by Allied military leadership. This lack of policy concerned Eisenhower, as illustrated in the
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The two major questions he needed answered were: was the character of the military government to be benevolent or strict, and was the British or the United States to be responsible for it?

**Organization**

The US’s Civil Affairs Division

In March 1943, prior to the President’s decision to give the military full control of civil affairs, the War Department identified the requirement for a clearinghouse for “civil affairs matters referred by commanders in the field.” To address this need, the War Department created the Civil Affairs Division (CAD), a multi-agency organization, led by Major General John Hilldring. CAD was designed to “inform and advise the Secretary of War in regards to all matters within the purview of the War Department, other than those of a strictly military nature, in areas occupied as a result of military operations.” After the President’s decision, the CAD’s role expanded to include responsibility for planning and execution of “interim rule in the Mediterranean, northwestern European and Pacific theaters.” It was through the CAD that Department of State, who was still responsible for the creation of occupation policy, provided input to the War Department.

Hilldring provided context for the military’s role in civil affairs. He sought to emphasize the “operational primacy of civil affairs.” In a US congressional committee meeting Hilldring described military civil affairs as having two primary tasks. The first was to “secure the civilian populations [and
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maintain law and order] to the maximum extent possible, which is an obligation of international law.”

The second task was to “prevent civilian population from interfering with military operations.”

The FM 27-5 captured these principles in its revision of 1943. The new manual differed from its predecessor and evolved into a product of the combat tested requirements of civil affairs and military government during hostilities. The revised manual concentrated more on the execution of civil affairs during combat and emphasis that civil affairs supported combat operations. It also hardened the attitude towards the populations in occupied territories, and addressed the potential need to remove political individuals on the basis of their party affiliation, such as Nazi or Fascist. Critics admonished its over-emphasis on the combat phase, neglecting the post-hostility phase, and its ambiguity when dealing with policy issues.

Military Government Planning in the African Headquarters (AFHQ)

In January 1943, with the understanding that military governance was now an “essential requirement,” Eisenhower tasked the Liaison Section AFHQ, under Colonel Julias Holmes, with responsibility for military government planning. The section’s first effort first was devised the method
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for the Allies to establish the military government in Sicily and later Italy. To accomplish this task, Holmes dispatched one of his planners to Tripolitania, to observe the British military government.

By March, Holmes presented a recommendation to AFHQ Chief of Staff, Major General W. Bedell Smith. Holmes’ recommended the utilization of the British military government in Tripolitania as a basis for planning. Holmes also recommended that FM 27-5 govern the nature of the occupation, that British and American officers equally man the administrative and field staff, and that the AFHQ be responsible for all policy and political matters of the military government.

Eisenhower’s staff shared the plan with Allied military leaders and the political leaders in London, and Washington. Holms himself brought the plan to Washington to get further policy guidance from the State Department, which failed to provide any such guidance. When Holms asked Hilldring what he should do, Hilldring told Holmes, “General Eisenhower had to write the directive if anyone did. The War Department at that time had no place to do it. State wouldn’t. The only way you can get [a policy directive] was to write it yourself.”

One of the major discussions about the plan revolved around the idea of direct or indirect rule. Direct rule called for the military personnel to take direct control of civil administrations. This was deemed too manpower intensive, thus military leaders preferred to control through local civilian
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intermediaries, indirect rule.\textsuperscript{105} Indirect rule presented the question of how to choose whom to place in the positions of control, such as a mayor or prefect, because the persons most qualified were often Fascists. British Major General Lord Rennel argued “it would be desirable to maintain the Italian administrative machinery intact” despite their affiliation.\textsuperscript{106} To do otherwise would undermined the Allies efforts, citing “the intrusion into the intimate details of local administration might have created popular resentment leading to complete administrative chaos.”\textsuperscript{107}

The shortage of civil affairs personnel the decision necessitated to accept indirect rule through standing civilian authorities.\textsuperscript{108} Roosevelt and Church agreed that the most belligerent and Fascists in high positions be removed. Beyond that, they gave Eisenhower the authority to decide which Fascists to replace by military officers.\textsuperscript{109}

Organization: Allied Military Government of Occupied Territory

The role of political personnel in military formations was another point of contention between Washington and London. The question revolved around a philosophical disagreement between the British and Americans. The British maintained political advisors in their military formations. One such advisor, Mr. Macmillan, at the Allied Headquarters, expected Eisenhower to consult with him on any political matters.\textsuperscript{110} Both the US Department of State and War “opposed political representatives in [the military] chain of command.”\textsuperscript{111}
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The solution created a combined British and American Headquarters, divested of any political agency, took its directives from the Combined Chiefs of Staff (CCS).\textsuperscript{112} Eisenhower established his headquarters and assumed responsibility to report to both British and American governments. The CCS provided Eisenhower with polices dealing with political, financial, and economic matters.\textsuperscript{113} In May of 1943, two months prior to Operation HUSKY, the Allied Military Government of Occupied Territory (AMGOT) was created as part of AFHQ.

The AMGOT was assigned to Force 141 and commanded by British General Sir Harold Alexander, “military governor-to-be of Sicily,”\textsuperscript{114} and led by Chief Civil Affairs Officer, British Major General Lord Rennell.\textsuperscript{115} Its specific objectives were to secure lines of communication, restore law and order, provide relief to civilians, and relieve combat troops of the need to provide civil administration. It also assisted in providing occupying forces resources from the occupied territory, and promoted the political and military objectives of the Allied forces to set conditions for future operations.\textsuperscript{116}

The AMGOT consisted of nearly 400 officers, organized into six special divisions, legal, financial, civil supply, public health, public safety, and enemy property. It had two types of civil affairs officers (CAO), generalists and specialists. Generalists were those “responsible for the supervision of municipalities.”\textsuperscript{117} The specialists were those whose expertise fell into one of the six special divisions.

\textsuperscript{112}Richard M Leighton, \textit{United States in World War II- The War Department-Global Logistics and Strategy 1940-1943} (Washington DC: Center of Military History, n.d.), 143. The CCS was the supreme military staff for the western Allies during World War II. It emerged from the meetings of the Arcadia Conference in December 1941.
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For the initial phase of the invasion, the AMGOT assigned civil affairs officers from the AMGOT to task forces to act as staff officers for the tactical commander. Upon landing, these officers assumed responsibility for captured towns, and begin reporting to the AMGOT.

In addition to the AMGOT, the War Department directed Eisenhower to establish a civil affairs/military government staff section. AFHQ created a Military Government section, later called the G5. Renell feared that the newly created G5 section might try to intervene in “the operational affairs of lower echelons.” To reassure him, Smith issued verbal orders to Holmes to ensure that his staff did not interfere with AMGOT operations.  

**Command and Control**

Establishing a military government was an operation that was unique in character and requiring personnel with as specific set of virtues different from those of regular combat personnel. “Flexibility and improvisation were the key virtues of the civil affairs officer, arguably more than regular combat personnel whose mission, however difficult, was relatively straightforward—the defeat of the enemy.” A second argument for separate chain of commands was the need to ensure uniform military government policy across the entire area of operation. Because of this, the command and control of military government was separate from the combat commanders. As part of Force 141, AMGOT reported directly to Eisenhower through the AFHQ G5 and had no formal responsibilities to the individual army commanders.

The lack of formal command and control relationships between the AMGOT and the combat commands, coupled with the AMGOT’s late creation, caused confusion with the British Eighth, and US
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Seventh, army commanders. Neither command fully understand what the AMGOT was, or how to incorporate the CAOs into their operations.\textsuperscript{122} Military government operations were never fully synchronized with combat operations. Realizing their mutual failures, the AMGOT and combat commands would take steps to improve the integration of military government personnel into combat operations.

Despite the overall success of the AMGOT, not everyone was convinced that two separate chains of command was the best method.\textsuperscript{123} It was largely agreed that civil affairs troops were essential, by relieving combat troops of the responsibilities of civil control.\textsuperscript{124} But the separate chain of command system also “endangered ‘unity of command.’”\textsuperscript{125} Commanders below the Supreme headquarters did not like the fact that they could not control the civil affairs units “that were roaming through their area of operations.”\textsuperscript{126} For the civil affairs units, by not being part of the combat commands, they had limited access to army resources, often times having to “beg like a stranger” for engineer, transportation, and relief supplies.\textsuperscript{127}

Unlike Sicily, the armies in Italy took greater interest in the activities of the military governments in their respective areas. Both the British Eighth and US Fifth armies maintained liaisons with the Allied Control Commission (The ACC replaced the AMGOT).\textsuperscript{128} Each army created its own special staff to provide an internal military government capacity.\textsuperscript{129} In turn, the AMGOT reorganized how it employed its CAOs to better support combat operations. Because of these changes, it was found that the lion’s share
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of “reconstruction and reformation of the Italian government machinery took place during the initial or assault phased of military operations.”130 As a result, it was the combat units who “set the tone of military government policy in Italy.”131

Execution

The plan was for the CAOs to travel with advancing combat units. As combat forces occupied territory, the CAO teams stayed behind to administer control of that territory, under the direction of the AMGOT. Their functions included labor procurement to support combat troop logistic operations, refugee management, civilian relief, public safety/public order, and protection of arts, monuments, and archives.132 Unfortunately, having only been in existence for two months prior to D-day (and five months after the decision to go to Sicily was made), the AMGOT had difficulty integrating into the operational plan.

During Operation HUSKY, commanders of the Eighth and the Seventh Armies did not understand the function of the AMGOT or its CAOs; therefore the Army staffs excluded CAOs from assault operations, CAOs not included in the initial waves on D-day.133 CAOs, attached to their combat units at the last minute attachment failed to integrated in any of the army’s support plans.134

The British Eighth Army landed with 30 CAOs, only because those CAOs smuggled themselves onto landing craft. After realizing his error, the British commander requested additional assets but their arrival was delayed by several weeks.135 The Seventh Army’s situation was worse; they landed with only
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ten CAOs, with the other twenty left behind to make room for more combat troops.\textsuperscript{136} Even those CAOs who made it to shore did not come with enablers. They had no enlisted men, interpreters, guards, or equipment to assist them in their missions.\textsuperscript{137} Often, after liberating a town, a single CAO was left behind to administer control of an entire village.\textsuperscript{138}

To correct the shortfalls experienced in Sicily, civil affairs planners made a series of changes to support operations in Italy. Provisional military government headquarters were staffed with technical specialists and positioned to be called forward in the wake of battle. These specialists attempted to control the population and provide basic essential services to civilian population. These detachments moved in “support of the commander’s mission” which was the key difference from what was done in Sicily.\textsuperscript{139} A small group of generalists stayed behind to continue to support the community.

By default, The Mediterranean Theater became the testing ground for Allied civil affairs.\textsuperscript{140} It provided the Allies the opportunity to gain experience in both planning and execution of military governments. More importantly, the experiences of Sicily and Italy shaped the vision for one man, Eisenhower’s Chief of Staff Bedell Smith, who played a much larger role in military government operations during the invasion of Northwest Europe.

**SECTION 4: THE EUROPEAN THEATER**

The occupation of Germany is a successful example from which military leaders and planners can learn.\textsuperscript{141} This Section presents analyze of the planning and execution of civil affairs operations executed during combat, which set the conditions for the occupation. To do this the monograph again analyzes the
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organization structure, command and control, and the execution. It will also explore the impacts the Allies experiences in Italy had on planning.

Unlike Sicily, planners worked on the plan to invade Germany for nearly two years prior to execution. During the Arcadia conference, from December 1941 to January 1942, President Roosevelt publicly announced his Europe First strategy. Despite the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the president decided that Germany was the main effort due to its proximity to the United Kingdom. During the Casablanca conference, nearly a year later, the President Roosevelt declared that nothing short of unconditional surrender by the Axis powers would end the war. Roosevelt’s statement at the Casablanca conference clarified to those in the European Theater of Operations (ETO) that the occupation of Germany had just become a specified military objective for the Allies. Establishing a military government became an implied objective of the occupation.

Organization

Prior to the Casablanca conference, little consideration had been given to civil affairs by the United States Army staff in the European Theater (ETOUSA). In 1942, in response to Europe First, Eisenhower’s staff began planning Operation ROUNDUP. As part of the planning effort, the ETOUSA established a civil affairs section under Colonel Arthur B. Wade. Eisenhower, now commander of the
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ETOUSA, understood the need for a Deputy Chief Civil Affairs Officer and sought recommendations. Before he could make the appointment, ROUNDUP gave way to TORCH which stalled the development of a civil affairs capability.

It must be highlighted that Operation ROUNDUP was planned in 1942, well before operations in Africa and the creation of CAD. Even without the experiences of the African and Mediterranean Theaters, Eisenhower and his staff understood the necessary to create a capacity for civil affairs within their headquarters. This demonstrated an institutional belief that military government was a core mission within military operations.147 “In early 1943 the Civil Affairs Section had no coherent organization and no mission other than general instructions to follow the principles of FM 27-5.”148

During the Casablanca conference in January 1943, the Allies decided to invade France following the Mediterranean campaign. In April, the ETOUSA received a new chief of staff, British Lieutenant General Sir Frederick E. Morgan. As the Chief of Staff to the Supreme Allied Commander (COSSAC) he developed plans to invade Germany.149 Acting as the supreme commander, Morgan and his combined staff of British and American officers planned of the invasion of the European continent, Operation OVERLORD.

Morgan created detailed plans for several contingencies including a “plan for a possible German collapse or partial collapse at any time before the spring of 1944.”150 For Morgan, this contingency “suggested the need for military government, one of his early conclusions as COSSAC was that no such capability existed.”151 Subsequently, Morgan requested from the War Department “an urgent requirement for a civil affairs headquarters and an operating organization equipped with a coherent body of policy
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procedure.”\textsuperscript{152} Due to the unfortunate timing of Morgan’s request, he did receive get the help he requested; his staff would have to plan the occupation of Germany on their own.\textsuperscript{153}

In light of British intelligence estimating that Germany was desperate and perhaps on the verge of collapse, Morgan felt he could not wait for the resources, in whatever form, and began to plan for the occupation of Germany.\textsuperscript{154} Morgan and his staff planned three different contingency cases codenamed RANKIN. Case A and B “were concerned with the prospects of an invasion before 1 May 1944…. Case C dealt with the possibility of an unconditional German surrender.”\textsuperscript{155} Unlike Case A and B, Case C “was concerned with the end of the war, the beginning of the occupation, and the reorientation of efforts into directions so far had not even been defined, much less explored.”\textsuperscript{156}

Morgan realized that he lacked a civil affairs organization and policy to conduct the necessary detailed planning for RANKIN C.\textsuperscript{157} To address the latter, he urgently requested the British and American governments establish policy “on military government in enemy territory and civil affairs in liberated territory and provide resources with which to execute such policy.”\textsuperscript{158} Without waiting for a reply, Morgan built his own civil affairs organization.

As the COSSAC, Morgan built the civil affairs organization that directed activities in the European theater.\textsuperscript{159} Morgan later described this task, stating that not only did it “present continual
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difficulty, but the evolution of policies and procedures on which that staff was to function was a perpetual nightmare.\textsuperscript{160} For Morgan, the situation in Europe differed from that of Africa and Italy. He saw the African and Italian economic, political, and population conditions bearing “little or no resemblance to that pertaining to Europe.”\textsuperscript{161} Morgan also believed the concept of co-belligerency,\textsuperscript{162} created in Italy, had no place in Germany.\textsuperscript{163} Despite these differences, the lessons learned in Africa and the Mediterranean theaters impacted European civil affairs operations.

\textbf{Lessons Learned from Italy}

In August 1943 Major General Sir Roger Lumly became the chief of the newly formed COSSAC civil affairs section. Using the Mediterranean Theater’s AMGOT as the basis, the civil affairs section formed around a central planning group responsible for the overall planning of the OVERLORD and RANKIN operations. The central planning group also directed four “country houses,” responsible for planning, and future execution in each of its assigned countries, including France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Norway. They assumed Germany would be handled separately and did not account for it.\textsuperscript{164}

The creation of the COSSAC civil affairs section gave the ETOUSA civil affairs section direction. The commander of ETOUSA, Lieutenant General Jacob L. Devers, provided twenty officers including Colonel Cornelius Ryan who operated as both the ETOUSA’s chief civil affairs officer and the
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acting chief of the US Civil affairs Staff for the COSSAC. At this time, many believed that the yet to be named Supreme Commander would be British. It was important to the ETOUSA to establish a presence within the COSSAC staff to ensure that the US interests were appropriately represented in future civil affair plans.166

ETOUSA organized its civil affairs section into five departments under the lines of operations of civil relief, military governance, economics, personnel and training, and area research. The fifth department, area research, was unique because it operated as a planning staff and an operational staff. It focused its planning efforts on enemy occupied areas and given the “authority to recommend general and specific policy for military government, and control of civilian supplies and civil affairs personnel.” By September the ETO announced that its civil affairs section was the “final channel of civil affairs authority in the theater with responsibility for all phases of planning for civil affairs in combined operations.”

The initial organization of the COSSAC civil affairs section quickly changed drastically. The AMGOT concept fell out of favor. It was not long after it was implemented in September that it resembled “a prize example of the fallacy of permitting two independent commands in the same theater.” Additionally, because of certain political decisions made in Quebec, the concept of country teams became redundant and ultimately an inefficient use of manpower and resources.
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171 Country teams were separate planning sections meant to act as mini headquarters in charge of planning and policy for France, Belgium Netherlands and France. The decision at the Quebec conference to treat all European countries (with the exception of Germany) as countries to be liberated; therefore control for these countries would be immediately returned their respective governments in exile upon liberation.
In October 1943, COL Karl Bendetsen became the US Chief Staff Officer for the Civil Affairs, COSSAC. Ryan and the ETOUSA Civil Affairs Section returned to the ETOUSA headquarters. Bendetsen studied civil affairs organizations prior to his arrival and made the reorganization of the COSSAC civil affair section his first priority. Within five days of his arrival, the country houses were disbanded, citing the Supreme Commander’s “need for a single compact staff that could deal in broad principles.” This allowed civil affairs and military government organizations to “finally achieve integration into the operating military force…. the change was described as being from a static regional approach to a mobile plan. In other words, civil affairs would move with combat troops and be part of the continuing operation, not just a substitute for native government in liberated and occupied areas.”

Throughout this process the ETOUSA’s civil affairs section, remained in operational command of US civil affairs operations in theater. By November of 1943, when it became known that Eisenhower would assume command, the concern for US representation was abated. Even before the conclusion of the Tehran conference, CAD informed Devers that the COSSAC would assume all responsibly for US civil affairs planning. The 1st Army, and later 12t Army headquarters absorbed the ETOUSA CA section.

During the last months of 1943, Morgan and his staff continued to concentrate on RANKIN C. Having solved his organizational problem the focus for planning turned to the means of execution. The concept of splitting Germany into zones had been introduced but the nature of those zones had yet to be decided. The overall scope of territory occupied remained relatively the same, whatever the shape those zones would take. Morgan believed that military government should naturally assist the commander’s
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ability “to impose his will on the enemy, and the first concern would be to help maintain the striking power of the military force by controlling movements of people and by preventing disease and disorder.”

December brought the official announcement Eisenhower as the Supreme Commander, which effectively ended the Morgan’s role as lead planner for operations in Europe. Morgan contributed significantly to the war effort by innovating in organizational structure and enabling commander to plan and execute civil affairs operations. He paved the way for the building of civil affairs schools in England, that trained the civil affairs staff sections and units. Most significantly, the COSSAC published the Standard Policy and Procedures for Combined Civil Affairs Operations in Northwest Europe. This document provided a framework for civil affairs operations integrating British and US policies and civil affairs procedures and “assigned full control of and responsibility for civil affairs and military government to the military commanders, from the Supreme Commander on down.”

Return of the AMGOT?

On January 15th 1944, Eisenhower arrived in London, and converted the COSSAC staff into the Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF). Several senior staff members involved in the military government planning for Italy also arrived in London, this included Eisenhower’s chief of staff Walter Bedell Smith, who assumed the position of COSSAC. Almost immediately, the former Italian staff took exception to what they perceived as an anti-Mediterranean view of the AMGOT system.
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Smith himself remained his European staff that recently arrived from the Mediterranean and “needed to be convinced [the AMGOT] should be abandoned.”182

The debate over which system to use at SHAEF continued for several months. At first it seemed as if the AMGOT system would win by default. Smith made several personnel moves, placing several former Italian staff members in the key positions in the civil affairs section. He included the civil affairs section in the general staff organization, and designated it with a G code.183 British officer Lumly and his American deputy McSherry led the section known as the G4, responsible for reorganizing the country team sections.184 Smith also believed a civilian was better suited as the chief of the division. Despite his best attempts, he was unable to make this transition and regulated himself to the role of managing civil affairs.185

Despite his organizational changes, Smith did not rescind the COSSAC Standard Policy and Procedure document. As a result, army groups were still operated under the principle that they possessed overall responsibility for civil affairs activities in their areas of operation. In fact, Eisenhower already approved the invasion plan of 21 Army Group’s, under General Sir Bernard L. Montgomery. This plan “assumed civil affairs to be an integral function of the tactical commanders from the army group on down.”186 This, among other factors, ultimately drove Smith to rethink his earlier belief that an AMGOT was the best course of action.187
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In the end, Smith decided to abandon the AMGOT in favor of the mobile functional approach. 188

The mobile functional approach gave tactical commanders responsibility for civil affairs operations in their sectors. Field armies and their subordinate headquarters, with assigned civil affairs units to them, were authorized to employ the civil affairs units in support of combat operations. However, while the civil affairs units were employed operationally by the tactical commanders, they maintained a direct “technical” channel of communication between the SHAEF G-5 and the civil affairs section. This technical channel directed civil affairs activities with the purpose of maintaining “…consistency of interpretation and application of policies in each of the countries [concerned]… [through the issuance of] country manuals…. for use of tactical commanders.” 189

188 Ziemke, 47. “First, that the Mediterranean organization, although it did a good job, had many defects; and second, that conditions in northwest Europe were different from those in the Mediterranean….civil affairs headquarters would not be established unrelated to military headquarters; and the AMGOT approach would be avoided.”

Table 1. US Military Government Relationships (Mobile Phase, Sept 1944-Jul 1945)


Organization below SHAEF

In October of 1943, in preparation for Operation OVERLORD, the ETOUSA civil affairs staff transferred to the newly created First US Army Group (FUSAG). The section comprised of eighteen officers, one warrant officer, and twenty-six enlisted, consisted of four branches of administration, operations and personnel, governmental affairs, and economics and supply. In September 1944, the
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headquarters moved to the continent shortly after it expanded to include a public health branch, a plans branch, and a displaced persons branch. Mirroring the SHAEF civil affairs section, the FUSAG civil affairs section was designated as the FUSAG G5. Specialist officers, assigned to the G5, supported over thirty specialty functions and 125 subdivisions of those functions.

Throughout 1944, each of the numbered Army’s headquarters organized their own civil affairs sections. First, Third, and Ninth Armies’ G5 staff sections consisted of twenty-four officers, one warrant officer, and forty enlisted. Seventh Army, responsible for the invasion of southern and eastern France, had a much smaller section consisting of only four officers and six enlisted. The French civil administration handled civil affairs issues existing in these parts of France. The Seventh Army G5 coordinated with these French administrators to provide aid, supplies, while enabling civilian control in support of military operations.

The 12th Army Group provided its corps with a small G5 section consisting of three officers and four enlisted. The infantry and armored divisions possessed small contingent of civil affairs officers and enlisted. For the purposes of Normandy, the First Army attached civil affairs officers to the two airborne divisions. “These officers landed by glider during the initial assault.”

To man the civil affairs staff sections and create civil affairs detachments, SHAEF drew personnel from the civil affairs school in Shrivenham, England. Graduates were trained and organized
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198Sandler, 189. The US Civil Affairs Center and School in Shrivenham was a combined British and American school activated in February 1944. The purpose of the school was basic military training,
under the European Civil Affairs Division (ECAD). ECAD, comprised of three regiments with eight companies each, provided a total of two hundred operating detachments. These detachments varied from twenty officers and twenty enlisted to four officers and five enlisted. Throughout the war in Europe, the civil affairs regiments were attached to various armies to “administer and supply civil affairs detachments” supporting the corps and divisions. As infantry and armor units moved advanced through Europe, “specially selected and trained [civil affairs] units moved forward with [them].”

**Planning**

At the beginning of November of 1944, the allies landed on the beaches of Normandy and fought to the border of Germany. Up to this point, the policy Morgan requested to govern military government and civil affairs planning had not been provided. Military planners continued to use the FM 27-5 and Country Handbooks written by the CAD. In October of 1944, with the imminent invasion of Germany the CAD directed the Joint Chiefs of Staff to issue JCS 1067. The document was “intended as a guide instruction on the theory and practice of civil affairs and military government, and train a cadre of teams designated for specific regions of a particular country. The basic manual for instruction was the FM 27-5.
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203 Bureau, “Civil Affairs Handbook, Germany, Section 1.” “The Handbooks do not deal with plans or policies (which will depend upon changing and unpredictable development). It should be clearly understood that they do not imply any given official program of action. They are rather ready reference source books containing the basic factual information needed for planning and policy making.”
204 JCS (Joint Chiefs of Staff) wrote 1067 as a compromise born out of discussion (and disagreement) between Secretary of War Stimson, Secretary of State Hull, and Secretary of Treasury Henry Morgenthau, as a proper military directive that addressed five points: the dissolution of the Nazi party; demilitarization; controls over communications, press, propaganda, and education; reparation for those countries wanting it; and decentralization of the German governmental structure. A sixth point to permanently reduce the German standard of living and eliminate the German economic power position in Europe was considered but ultimately dropped. For more information see Ziemke, 97–108.
only for the initial postwar period rather than as an ultimate statement of policy, it was not replaced in full until 1947.\textsuperscript{205} November 1944, SHEAF issued the outline plan of Operation ECLIPSE.\textsuperscript{206}

Operation ECLIPSE was defined as the “military continuation of Operation OVERLORD.” Unlike RANKIN C, which assumed a formal German surrender, ECLIPSE called for the forceful entry into Germany,\textsuperscript{207} commencing when Germany surrendered or “when a major portion of the GERMAN forces opposing [the Allies] capitulated or...overpowered.”\textsuperscript{208} Therefore, the decision to execute ECLIPSE, in absence of formal surrender, was based on Eisenhower’s estimation of German resistance. In other words, “a decision will be taken by the Supreme Commander as; to when "OVERLORD' gives place to 'ECLIPSE'.”\textsuperscript{209}

ECLIPSE was a two-phase operation. The primary phase began with the surrender or collapse of Germany, seen as the “consummation of OVERLORD,” and called for the rapid advance to strategic locations within Germany.\textsuperscript{210} The second phase called for forces to secure second tier strategic objectives
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and to “proceed to establish law and order and to control frontiers through the Supreme commander’s sphere of responsibility and later to withdraw into their respective national areas of occupation”\textsuperscript{211}

During the second phase, ECLIPSE had five objectives: primary disarmament and control of German forces; enforcement of the terms of surrender or the will of SHEAF in the event there was no surrender; establishment of law and order; beginning of the total disarmament of Germany; and redistribution of Allied forces into their national zones.\textsuperscript{212} The second phase was less of a military operation but rather an “administrative plan for establishing the occupation of Germany.”\textsuperscript{213}

A “considerable number of functional guides…and other statements of administrative policies and procedures that grew up around, and in supplement to, the ECLIPSE Plan constituted collectively the standing operating procedures of the occupation force.”\textsuperscript{214} It provided practical guidance to subordinate commanders and staff alike. The ECLIPSE plan included annexes with full staff assessments from across the headquarters, intelligence, logistics, and engineer, and identified the need to create new organizations like the Information Control Units (ICU).\textsuperscript{215}

Perhaps the most surprising element of Operation ECLIPSE is how it was implemented. Instead of executing ECLIPSE after OVERLORD, it actually became a plan executed simultaneously OVERLORD. On September 12th 1944, elements of the First Army’s VII Corps crossed the border of Germany and occupied the village of Roetgen. Civil Affairs detachment D8B1, integrated with VII Corps forces, posted the Supreme Commander’s proclamation and ordinances, which officially declared to the
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citizens of Roetgen that they were under the control of the Allied military government. The Allied occupation experience with began during the war.

Execution

As German forces were defeated, and allied forces occupied German territory, detachments like D8B1 entered the surrounding towns and villages, and immediately announced the occupation by posting “Notice to the Population.” Following a model similar to Italy, the civil affairs detachments exercised indirect control of the population, by locating the mayor, or appointing one if he could not be found or was “obviously a Nazi.” After establishing control, a series of deliberate actions established security. They directed citizens to surrender all weapons, ammunition, explosives, and communications conducted house-to-house searches to ensure compliance.

The method for establishing control over the population depended on the tactical commander’s preference, and often included evacuation or a curfew in place. The key to any method of civilian control was the registry of all adults. Detachments established local police forces and military government courts to enforce the rules of the occupation which included, general, intermediate and
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summary courts. The officers of the detachments acted as judge, prosecutor, and defense for the courts.

The most common challenges facing commanders and their military government detachments resembled those in Africa and Italy. Detachments contended with issues of displaced persons, labor procurement in support of military activities, and the restoration of public utilities as part of public health. The denazification program, like the anti-fascism program, was difficult to implement at the local levels. Commanders frequently faced the difficult task of selecting administrative experts that were not Nazis, and forced to choose based on “political character to administrative efficiency.”

Civil Affairs Detachments were not immune to the chaos of war. On December 16th, in what was called the Battle of the Bulge, the Germans attacked through the Ardennes Forest into the V and VIII and Corps flank. In response to the Germans attack, six military government detachments deployed in Germany escaped to France. Detachment I8G2 fought its way out with the 14th Cavalry Group. Detachment D6G1 was overrun and captured. Detachment I4G2, despite having permission to leave, remained at their post in the town of Monschau.

As tactical units progressed further into Germany, the pool of available Civil Affairs officers dwindled. The short-term fix was to use Detachments trained to assume control of later Bavarian objectives, would temporally assume control of the immediate objectives like Hanover. Later, when it
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became necessary to use the Bavarian trained detachments for Bavaria, 21st Army Group back filled 12th Army Group with British detachments.\textsuperscript{228}

Interestingly, the 12th Army Group and its subordinates did not wait for help and took measures to mitigate the deficit, having foreseen the shortage of military government detachments. On April 3rd 1945, “12th Army Group authorized its three armies to mobilize, from tactical troops, provisional military government detachments.”\textsuperscript{229} Soldiers and officers came from antiaircraft artillery, field artillery, and signal personnel to meet detachment requirements.\textsuperscript{230}

On Victory in Europe day (VE-day) the total US military government strength in the European Theater of Operations was 28,840 officers, 193 warrant officers, and 6,398 enlisted men.\textsuperscript{231} This number does not include a number of United Nations civilians and Ally liaison officers attached to the US military. These individuals integrated with the tactical combat commands and facilitated the defeat of Germany. They supported tactical commanders in various capacities, including clearing lines of communication of civilian congestion, facilitating secure areas to the rear of tactical troops, and securing white lining used as make shift snow suits.\textsuperscript{232} Above all, despite the necessary ad hoc nature of employment “these relatively small forces successfully established control over an estimated 80,000,000 people, roughly half of whom were of enemy nationalities.”\textsuperscript{233}

\textbf{Lessons Learned}

The SHAEF G5 conducted a field survey of civil affairs operations during the Rhineland campaign. It concluded the “theory of tactical military government” might be untenable due to the sure
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size of the area of operation.\textsuperscript{234} According to the survey “arbitrary unit boundaries, sometimes dividing cities in two,”\textsuperscript{235} which resulted in multiple commanders being responsible for a single population center? Detachment commanders were “simultaneously taking orders from platoon commanders and army headquarters or any staff in between.”\textsuperscript{236} Some civil affairs functions, such as agriculture and food distribution, “were too broad for the armies to control.”\textsuperscript{237}

The survey also found a “deficiency in political guidance,” citing that the policy was clearly aimed to destroy Nazism, but did not articulate what to put in its place.\textsuperscript{238} When discussing military government lessons learned in the Northwest European Theater, Daughtery and Andrews’s wrote, “operations are greatly handicapped by lack of policy guidance….\textsuperscript{239}” and the lack of an “interdepartmental agency (to resolve policy conflicts) accentuated the handicaps.”\textsuperscript{240}

Beyond policy, Daugherty and Andrews addressed the vital role civil affairs personnel played during World War II, because having relieved troop commanders of much of the burden inherent to civil affairs. Civil affairs personnel possessed the required varying skills, aptitude and knowledge; however the need far surpassed the estimated numbers of personnel. For them, military government was most effective when controlled through technical channels verses tactical channels. However, to address this issue, “it is not sufficient for the military to simply rid itself of the burden of administration.”\textsuperscript{241} The Army remained
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in control of the military government for four years. “Thus, as in times past, the Army remained in overall control of the administration…in a defeated country far longer than any of its leaders desired.”

CONCLUSION

The execution of ULO by way of decisive action provides the necessary framework to drive commanders to plan offensive and stability operations simultaneously. However, offense and stability are not necessarily complimentary in nature, and require a different data set to begin planning. Offensive operations rely on an assigned military objective, while stability operations require policy for a desired future. The lack of political guidance and policy given to military leaders to govern civil affairs activities is an enduring criticism, to include Iraq and Afghanistan. However, as discussed, a lack of policy is not a sufficient reason to delay stability operations planning. Commanders and planners must be prepared to plan and execute stability operations despite a lack of clear political guidance.

When faced with situations like Syria and Libya, one cannot dismiss the potential for the United States to use its military power for the purposes of regime change, similar to Iraq and Afghanistan. If called upon to conduct such an operation, the Army will utilize its ULO doctrine, which calls for the simultaneous execution of offensive and stability operations. The experience of World War II also provides commanders and planners a model for simultaneous execution of offense and stability for future operations against failing and failed states. It demonstrates how the construct of simultaneity enables more effective offensive operations. While ULO has yet to be used in a major operation, the Allies’ experience in World War II provides evidence that, when planned and resourced appropriately, offensive and stability operations can be conducted continuously and simultaneously, setting the conditions for a military and political victory.
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This monograph focused on the organization, planning, and employment of civil affairs capabilities during combat. The key to decisive action is the simultaneous execution of offense, defense and stability operations. During World War II, by employing a force of specially trained civil affairs personnel simultaneously alleviate tactical forces of the burden of civil affairs operations. Despite the number of trained civil affairs personnel provided, the supply did not meet the demand, requiring in the utilization of combat troops to fill the gaps. To complicate the issue, little doctrine existed to inform how to integrate civil affairs operations with combat operations. As a result, the United States entered the war without a clear understanding the military’s role in civil affairs and military governance.

By 1945, through trial and error, most of these shortfalls had been addressed. To effectively conduct civil affairs and combat operations, the military required separate forces for each. Combat forces could be used when such personnel were not available, while it was preferred to have special trained personnel to execute civil affairs and military government operations. Civilian agencies did not have a robust enough expeditionary capability to execute such operations without significant military support; therefore, civil affairs and military governance became the responsibility of the military chain of command during combat operations. The doctrine that governed civil affairs and military government operations addressed not only the military aspects of civil affairs and military governance but established the actual policy as well.

The invasion of Sicily demonstrated the negative impact of failing to integrate civil affairs operations into combat operations. In order for civil affairs operations to effectively support combat operations, they must be planned in concert. Lack of specific policy is not a sufficient reason to delay civil affairs planning, military commanders need to make policy decisions based on the military situation. Such decisions must always be made with an eye towards the desired political end state. This requires clear and honest dialogue between military and political leadership.

World War II provides two examples of how to employ civil affairs forces, both of which presented with opportunities and limitations. In Italy, civil affairs units belonged to a separate army, and
were employed in a supporting role to combat operations. This ensured the uniform application of policy, but sacrificed the tactical unity of command desired by the army’s commanders. In Germany, civil affairs units were assigned directly to tactical commanders, increasing their responsiveness to, and coordination with, combat operations but affected the uniform application of policy, negatively impacting the occupation phase. The analysis does not identify one method as being better than the other. It identifies the need for technical and tactical methods of controlling civil affairs activities

Recommendations

The civil affairs operation conducted during World War II is a successful example for executing an occupation of a country, belligerent or otherwise. Eisenhower understood the necessity for a separate civil affairs force, organized, trained, and integrated with combat forces prior to the commencement of operations. He understood the importance of unity of command for both the civil affairs and combat forces during military operations. These are the major lessons borne through historical experience and trial and error during the war. Contemporary doctrine does not fully encapsulate the lessons of World War II.

As previously discussed, the concept of ULO provides military commanders with functional guidelines for conducting stability and offensive operations. Stability doctrine goes into great depth describing the lines of operations that must be considered as part of stability operations. Where today’s doctrine is deficient is its continuous exertion that stability is the responsibility of others, be it the Department of State, United Nations, or host-nation government. Historical evidence has demonstrated that a dependency on external agencies for stability operations increases risk to the successful achievement of military and political objectives. There is evidence that indicates that this trend is as relevant today as it was during World War II.\(^{245}\)

---

To address this doctrinal gap, the military needs to revise its doctrine to specifically address the military’s role in stability operations and the requirement for a designated stability force. When faced with military objectives that include the establishment interim government, military or civilian, there must be a clear understanding of who is responsible for that interim organization. Once identified, the stability force responsible for occupation must be formed and capable, operationally and logistically, as well as fully integrated into the combat operation, prior to the start of those operations. Granted, this recommendation becomes more difficult in a fiscally conservative environment coupled with recent examples of military success using small military forces to achieve a quick decisive victory. However, in terms of establishing interim governance, failure to address these concerns is a return to the pre-World War II ad hoc nature of stability operations and creates inherent risk to mission success.

Security Presidential Directive-44 in an effort to bolster the State Department’s expeditionary capability for stability operations in conjunction with military operations. The author provides evidence that indicates that the effort has fallen short. Because of this, he recommends that the military build capacity to ensure the State Department has input into future stability operations.
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